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In this work we present current work being done to explore ways of automatically retrieving com-
pound dictionaries from sentence-aligned corpora using WordNet. More concretely, we focus on the pair
of languages German→Spanish.

As Sag et al. (2001) argue in their seminal “pain in the neck” paper, Multiword Expressions (MWEs) are a
major boleneck for many Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications. Within theMWE community,
a lot of efforts has beenmade to automatically extractMWEs. Ramisch (2012) offers an overview of the state
of the art with respect to computational methods forMWE treatment. As Ramisch (2012) also acknowledges,
in the last years there has been a shi in the MWE research, and now researchers not only focus on their
identification and extraction, but also in integrating them in applications. Our research had as a starting
point a real problem for human translation and machine translation (MT), and therefore is application-
driven. Although we focus on compound dictionary extraction, the ultimate aim is to integrate them in
Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) tasks.

As agreed by researchers in theMWE field (Moon, 1998; Cowie, 1998; Sag et al., 2001; Baldwin and Kim,
2010, etc.), one of the main issues when dealing with MWEs is that their typology has not been widely
agreed upon. As regards to German compounds, they could be considered MWEs wrien together in one
typographic word. Example 1 below exemplifies this showing the inner structure of the German compound
“Straßenlampe” and its translation into English.

(1) Straße
street

en
Ø

Lampe
lamp/light

[EN]: ‘street lamp // street light’

Although “Straßenlampe” would usually be considered a nominal compound but not aMWE, its possible
translational correspondences in English are nominal compounds and MWEs. However, if we split the
German compound into its component words as in 1, we can see that in fact it is formed by the nouns
“Straße” and “Lamp” joint together with the filling element “en”. Moreover, the translations of German
nominal compounds usually correspond to phrases in the target languages, and those correspondences
would in turn be MWEs. is is further illustrated in Example 2, where the inner structure of the German
compound “Warmwasserbereitungsanlagen” is shown together with its correspondences in English and
Spanish.
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(2) Warm
warm
caliente

Wasser
water
agua

Bereitung
production
producción

s
Ø
Ø

Anlagen
systems
sistemas

[EN]: ‘Warm water production systems’

[ES]: ‘Sistemas de producción de agua caliente’

Based on the arguments give above, we treat German compounds and their translations as a special
MWE problem.

Ourworking hypothesis is that the different formants of a compositional compoundwill share semantic
features with their corresponding translational equivalents in other languages. Based on this hypothesis,
we are currently running a pilot experiment to verify whether it holds true. us, we use German as a
source language and Spanish as the target language.

Our pilot experiment consists on semantically tagging the formants of the compounds in German
and their Spanish translations using WordNet, and trying to find possible overlappings across languages.
To run this experiment, we have created a Gold Standard consisting of German compounds and their
Spanish translations. e data has been extracted from from a 261-sentence subset of the TRIS corpus
(Parra Escartín, 2012).

We expect to be able to align the split German compound with the SpanishMWE by finding a correla-
tion between the semantic types of their formants.

If the results are positive (i.e. our hypothesis holds), we will run experiments to automatically extract
compound dictionaries from aligned corpora, and thesewill be then used in SMT experiments. Furthermore,
if our approach is successful, similar experiments could be carried out with other types of compositional
MWEs.
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